Undergraduate Medical Education Management

A New Approach to University & Clinical Alignment

MedHub is the only Medical Education Management platform that bridges the gap between UME & GME for an exceptional range of integrated capabilities, while still allowing Medical School and GME Leadership to remain in control of their programs and data.
Integrated Medical Education Management.

As the preferred integrated medical education solution, MedHub is used by more than 10,000 students at over 15 Medical Schools in North America.

**Simplify Program Administration**
A single unified platform provides continuity between medical school dean’s offices, graduate programs, academic affairs and clinical locations.

**Ensure Institional Oversight**
An enterprise-wide model delivers institutions with unified administrative workflows, improved data accuracy, and reduced institutional risk.

**Improve Learning Outcomes**
The MedHub platform enables the highest quality assessment practices & extends the continuum of education from medical school to residency and beyond.

**Foster Collaboration**
Facilitate IPE by sharing rotation schedules and enabling student & resident interaction.

**Share Faculty**
Enable faculty member coordination across UME & GME, and simplify faculty tasks with a single system log-in.

**Automate Evaluation Delivery**
Allow automatic matching of evaluation delivery between UME & GME programs.

**Simplify Scheduling**
Provide visibility to GME coordinators of which students are available for schedule assignment.

**Align Processes & Data Management**
Reduce redundant administrative tasks, simplify institutional reporting, and mitigate risk across all programs.

**Transition Matriculating Students**
Convert profiles and historical data of students transitioning to residency, and residents to faculty.

To learn more about MedHub features, go to MedHub.com. To request a demo, go to MedHub.com/contact.
Simplify Program Administration, Improve Learning Outcomes.

**Curriculum Mapping**
Intuitively guide students’ progression through their entire curriculum, while remaining aligned with AAMC and MedBiquitous standards.

**Student Management**
Reduce redundant administrative effort and improve student data quality with one centralized medical student system of record.

**Clinical Evaluations**
Drive the highest possible outcome by delivering the right evaluations to the right people with a robust evaluation creation and delivery module.

**Course Registration**
Optimize your clerkship course scheduling using an optimization algorithm to provide the most efficient and fair schedule.

**Learning Modules**
Create, distribute, review, and grade students’ coursework through one intuitive tool. Guide faculty development through modules focused on teaching methods.

**Dean’s Letter Automation**
Automate multiple manual processes for the creation, review and distribution of the Medical Student Performance Evaluation (MSPE).

**Learning Portfolios**
Allow students to record and organize their learning, track their progress against defined learning objectives, and receive feedback on their skills.

**Conferences**
Save time with intuitive conference tracking tools that make creating conferences and tracking conference attendance simple and straightforward.

**Procedure Logging**
Track course-specific procedure requirements and display a student’s progress toward meeting those requirements in real time.

**Examinations**
Everything you need to build exams, set grade scales, and run summaries of learner performance to track student progress over time.

**Residency Sharing**
Share resources across your medical school and residency programs with MedHub’s unique approach to GME and UME interoperability.

**Gradebook Management**
Calculate, store and distribute grade information from various assignments throughout MedHub.
Leading institutions choose MedHub.

600+ Clients Across 5 Countries
160K+ Students & Trainees
198K Faculty
10.3M Evaluations Annually

With MedHub, we are able to pull faculty reports by department. Having the ability to run an Aggregate Evaluation Report of a department’s primary faculty members has been an absolute life saver for me.”

MARY JANE DYER
Information Analyst
University of Rochester School of Medicine

To see success stories and learn more about the MedHub product, visit MedHub.com

About MedHub
MedHub is the leading provider of healthcare education management solutions for graduate and undergraduate medical education, and advanced practice healthcare institutions. For more information about MedHub and its solutions, call 866-766-0625, or visit www.medhub.com.
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